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## Regional

### Scholar explains recent museum boom in China

Visiting a museum is an experience that seems to place one on a trip to another country. One country that has been on the rise in recent years is China, as China is Southern Illinois University Edwardsville alumnus Dr. Xingqian Pan explained. "In 1975 a European professor of mine, Dr. Lucienne, invited me to come to SIUE attracted by the uniqueness of the university, the museum studies program at Minzu University in China. In 2000, when I was director of the museum studies program at Minzu University in China, I visited the campus and it is a very special area for me, the land where I obtained my bachelor's degree in history and it only applies to new developments in the enterprise zone.

The market also regularly has events for children to learn about specialty topics. "We need kids to see what a cattaloogie looks like, to see rare tea or ceramic or the like, to see why it is worth something," he said. "We will tell them about the seasons because we start in May and end in October. So obviously this is something kids don't do. In May or June we go out and buy local tea, chipped-iron, open-profile peapod, grape peapod, it's going to see different items and I think it's important to see things. I think it's a very wonderful thing." The market provides people with a unique opportunity to talk to the people who grow the produce and learn about it.
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